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Cross Krish

Cross Krish,
Thought thoughts.
Krish thought,
Cross thoughts.
Who Are They?

Who are these creatures,
With all these features?
Duck’s bills,
Otter’s feet,
Beaver’s tails and zero teeth.
They are platypuses three,
Who love swimming. Wheee!
Mic Test

I will sing you an examination song. The question paper isn't very long, The answers aren't right or wrong. Time's up! Didn't you hear the gong?
**Beep-beep**

Beep-beep.
Off I go.
I’ll outrun that dog,
I’ll outfly that crow.
Oh no!
It’s crowded on the road,
So I’ll go slow.
Encounter with a mosquito

Myyyyynn myyyyyn
Khrrch khrcchh khhhrchh
Myyyyynn myyyyyn
Khrrch khrcchh khhhrchh
Myyyyynn myyyyyn.
PHAT!
Going to school

Our Teacher is a creature,
He has a tail and a tale.
We love going to school,
Unless we meet a whale.
Rain’s here

Tai’s here, here’s Tai!
Clutching an umbrella and saying hai!
Rain’s here, here’s rain!
Oho, the umbrella won’t open, what a pain.
Twice, not as nice

Having two, not one head,
Makes it hard to go to bed.
Left wants to toss and turn right,
And right wants to toss and turn left.
THADAAMMM!
Elephantine problems

Four elephants with elephantine woes:
Each one managed to lock up its nose.
They twisted and turned them and tried on some keys—
Till finally they got opened with a big, loud sneeze!
Duck Tra La La La

If you hear a fa la la la,
You know it’s Duck Tra La La La.
If you hear a clip clop, clip clop, clop,
Then the singing has come to a stop.
If you hear a snip, snap, snap, snip,
It’s Duck Tra La La La La giving you a nip.
The bird detective

Akloo the bird detective
Went looking for a clue.
Who ate up all the cream?
The cat, the mouse or the kangaroo?

She saw tiny claw prints,
Leading to the pen.
A ‘peck’ she heard from within.
Aha, the thief was Gussi the Hen!
Sharp tongue

Kainchi Kiwi was in a rude mood—
She snapped at every bird and chick.
Then Katri Kiwi gave her some food,
And Kainchi had no fights to pick.
The Clean-up Drive

Trash here, trash there,
Piles of trash everywhere.
Cleaning it up is taking forever.
If only we’d been a bit more clever.
Tune in

The unique ukulele man
Has many a fan.
He is never off key,
Fiddle-dee-dee!
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Art is around us, not only in drawings and paintings. In this sequel of the Art is Everywhere series, the reader joins the artist in looking for forms and shapes in daily objects. Coupled with irreverent rhymes, this book series hopes to give wings to the reader’s imagination.

This is a Level 3 book for children who are ready to read on their own.
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